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AEA’s Professor Brian Findsen (second from left) pictured here with members of the Buninyong
Men’s Shed in Australia. And yes, there is a woman in this picture, Although the Men’s Shed
movement is primarily male, it is, Brian tells, us quite common for women to be involved in the
sheds movement. See “The Getting of Wisdom” page 9
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FROM THE CHAIR…..
Jonathan Hughes
In preparation for writing these notes I
re-read the December Digest. Doing so
reminded me what an impressive job
Carol Allen does in putting the Digest
together. It is one of the most tangible
benefits of AEA membership, not least
because it acts as a record of AEA’s
activity. If you haven’t read Peter’s
summary of his Frank Glendenning
lecture I would strongly recommend it.
Can I also remind you that the full text
of that lecture is available on the Annual
Lectures page of the AEA website
(http://www.associationforeducationand
ageing.org/frank-glendenning-memoriallectures.html ).
In reporting on the AGM in the last
issue, I also highlighted that while the
issues of learning in later life are
growing in importance as a result of
social and demographic changes, this
growth is not reflected in policy and
practice. They are also not reflected in
the current position of AEA. I noted in
December that “we have a small
membership and that income from three
European projects has now come to an
end”. I also noted that, to make best use
of the financial breathing space these
projects
have
given
us,
ten
Thinking/Ideas groups had been set up.
These groups reported as planned to the
AEA Executive Committee on 18th
January 2017.
The work done by these groups has been
impressive and I would like to put on
record my thanks to all those involved. It
has become clear that one area where
change would be most helpful is that of
on-line Membership renewal. The
various options for this are being

explored and will be taken forward at the
next Executive Committee meeting.
Another area where we will be looking
to make progress is in relation to the
Forage database for which AEA is now
responsible. AEA has via match-funding
contributed significantly to the project
and we need to now get some return on
this investment and work out how
aspects of the database can be made a
benefit of AEA membership.
Much thought has also been given to
funding and partnerships. This is not an
easy area for AEA in the present funding
climate, which is highly competitive and
favours
large
organisations
and
partnerships. AEA needs to identify
partners who are happy to engage with
AEA for the particular expertise and
perspectives we can offer. With regard
to this Jane Watts and I are working with
Leeds Beckett University to host an
ELOA (Education and Learning of Older
Adults) Network Conference from 9th 11th November 2017. ELOA is one of
the numerous networks that comprise
ESREA (the European Society for
Research into the Education of Adults)
which is a pan-European society. This
conference – Identity, Voice Creativity,
Action: Older people learning creatively
for creativity, finding a voice and taking
action - will be jointly hosted by Leeds
Beckett University and AEA. It’s worth
pointing out that our LBU colleagues are
based in the performing arts area and so
we will not just be looking for standard
academic
presentations
but
for
presentations and workshops that are
more interactive and dynamic. We are
hoping that this conference will, if not
“all singing and dancing”, be at least
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partly so. The paper call will be going
out soon.
However, we also need to identify
partners and activities that can attract
new members and can generate income.
We are on the alert for these, and hope
that some will arise from connections we
make at events like the ELOA
conference and from the links we have
with the Workers Education Association,
the Learning and Work Institute and the
Beth Johnson Foundation as well as with
universities where some AEA members
work.
You will also have noticed that we have
recently circulated a membership survey.
The information from this is currently
being collated and it is hoped that the
survey will act as the basis for a
membership directory and even lead to a
research
project
on
learning
opportunities. Another outcome from the
Thinking/Ideas groups has been to give
some concentrated thought about how to
ensure that the AEA website can best
support our work. This too will be
discussed at the next executive meeting.
We have also been thinking about how
we might best use social media to
publicise AEA and get over the message
about the importance of later life
learning. These comments are just a
‘snap shot’ of the work that has been
going on since I reported in the last
digest. If you would like to contribute to
this on-going process please do get in
touch with a member of the AEA
executive. Contact details are on page
32. Do please also get in touch if you
know someone who you think might
make a good treasurer for AEA.
We are still looking. (contact:
kozmapercy@gmail.com

I’m going to finish these notes with a
personal comment. I retired from the
Open University on 1st September 2017,
although I still supervise a doctoral
student there and am currently the book
review editor of an OU journal,
Widening Participation and Lifelong
Learning. I’m afraid I’ve joined that
band of retired people who wonder how
they ever found time to go to (paid)
work. From the perspective of later life
learning this has been an interesting
transition. The new areas of learning for
me have included the training required to
become a Citizen’s Advice volunteer
and learning about giving reading
support to primary school children under
the aegis of a charity called Beanstalk.
I’ve also found myself on our local
Parish Council which is another ‘steep
learning curve’. As if this were not
enough my son, who now lives in Brazil,
thinks I should learn Brazilian
Portuguese for our next trip out there.
These Digest notes are my final ones as I
have now decided to resign as AEA
chair to focus on these other interests.

Jonathan, pictured at last year’s conference
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It has been a pleasure and a privilege to
be chair of AEA for the last 4½ years. I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank other AEA colleagues for their
invaluable inputs to AEA while I have
been chair. My term of office as Chair
was due to end in September 2017. Until
then Professor Keith Percy will be
Acting Chair. If you think you might be
interested in standing, I’m sure current
executive members would be more than
happy to have an informal discussion
with you.
Links with Europe have always been an
important aspect of AEA’s brief,
particularly in the last few years. And
like the rest of the UK, we are
wondering how are we going to fare
under Brexit?

Keith Percy makes a preliminary
assessment of Brexit, charities and
services for older people: where are we
going?
The Association for Education and
Ageing is a voluntary organisation and a
registered charity, as are many of the
organisations in the UK working with
and for older people. Many of them have
benefited from grants from the European
Union in the past few decades.
Frequently they have been members,
supported by EU funds, of networks,
partnerships or consortia with likeminded organisations in other EU

member countries. International partners
learn from each other; they engage in
cooperation and innovation together;
they challenge each other by example.
Since 2012 the AEA has worked on
three EU-funded projects with 23
different partner organisations in 14
countries. As manager of AEA’s
involvement in these three projects, I can
attest to the ways in which they widen
horizons, develop understanding and
increase innovation.
A significant article, under the title
Charities and Brexit: where are we
now? appeared in the Guardian on 30
January 2017. It was authored by Christy
Cooney and Ciaran Price from the
Directory for Social Change They
argued that six months after the UK
referendum, in which a majority of the
UK citizens voting chose that the UK
should leave the European Union, it was
possible to get “a slightly clearer picture
of what to expect from Brexit and how
charities fit into the equation”.
Cooney and Price wrote that the
government’s strategy was to achieve
what has come to be known as a “hard
Brexit” – withdrawal from the European
single market and imposition of yet-tobe defined controls on immigration into
the UK from the EU. The authors
observed that the major economic slump
forecast before the referendum had not
happened but the pound had continued to
drop in value and most economists
forecast that the UK – already in a
period of ‘austerity’
- would be
significantly poorer by 2020.The
likelihood was that services would
deteriorate, “hitting the poorest and most
vulnerable disproportionately”. Among
those services would be many of those
provided for older people.
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The fate of EU-funded projects remained
uncertain. Following the referendum
result, the UK finance minister had said
that the government would underwrite
EU-funded projects that were signed-off
before the UK leaves the EU. However,
as Cooney and Price pointed out, his
guarantees were not backed up by any
legislation or formal policy. It was likely
that after UK exit from the EU, funding
that had been directly administered by
EU institutions would be most under
threat. The UK government had in fact
made it clear that it would only
honour/replace EU funding for projects
that were judged to be “good value for
money” and “in line with domestic
strategic priorities”. Both of these
subjective
criteria
could
prove
problematic for charities funded by
current EU programmes and might be
applied in a variety of currently
unpredictable ways in future government
funding of voluntary organisations.
Writing at the end of January 2017,
Cooney and Price opined that “a lot will
be revealed over the next few months”.
They thought that the biggest challenge
for charities and voluntary organisations
after the UK exit from the EU might not
be the changes of funding but “myriad
and complex policy shifts”. It seemed
evident that policy shifts would affect
adversely areas of policy as diverse as
refugees and asylum seekers, the
environment, human rights, tax and
VAT and fundraising across EU member
states. The government’s objectives with
regard to other policy areas of significant
interest to the voluntary sector were not
known.
The Government White Paper, The
United Kingdom’s exit from and new
partnership with the European Union,

was published a few weeks after Cooney
and Price’s article. Its first chapter was
about the government objective of
“providing certainty and clarity” but the
White Paper offered nothing new to the
voluntary sector except an adjectival
change. Funding for projects previously
funded by the EU would only be
continued “if they provide strong
(formerly good) value for money”.
Published accounts of the Parliamentary
debates of later February/early March on
Brexit seem to have added nothing
further.
The sector can only wait and see, being
constantly alert to any government
pronouncements, however minor, which
may have implications and responding to
them. AEA is unlikely to seek further
EU funding but needs to consider how to
replace it.
The full article referenced in Keith’s
article above can be accessed here:
https://www.theguardian.com/voluntarysector-network/2017/jan/30/charitiesbrexit-voluntary-sector-eu-fundinggovernmentpolicy?dm_i=6S7,4STAY,2B22HV,I2VE
F, 1

Photograph: Linda Nylind for the Guardian
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Over the last few weeks the Guardian
has also been carrying an interesting,
informative and it must be admitted
somewhat pessimistic series on the
future of retirement – a series to which
we have been linking on our AEA
Facebook page.
In his final Notes from the Chair column
above, Jonathan Hughes raised the
question of “how we might best use
social media to publicise AEA and to get
over the message about the importance
of later life learning.”
Well, the
Guardian retirement series for example,
which paid due attention to the
importance of later life learning and
social engagement, has generated quite a
healthy response and that and other posts
have increased our “reach” considerably
from what it was last summer. Though
why one post reaches only 20 people and
another over 400 is still a mystery to me.
Hon Sec Emma Koivunen and I are also
doing our best to promote our Twitter
account @AssocEduAgeing
So do
please “follow” us on both accounts and
encourage your friends and colleagues to
do so.
Returning to that Guardian series, I do
recommend it, not so much for those
already retired but for the young ‘uns in
their thirties, forties and fifties. It’s a bit
of a warning that they need to start
planning for retirement now. The series
and other interesting posts can be found
here.
https://www.facebook.com/Educationan
dAgeing/
As the younger generation are constantly
exhorting, “Check it out”!
On a more cheerful note Val Bissland
brings us news from Scotland with the
story of a record breaking older learner
– Anna Goldie from Strathclyde.

97 year old Anna Goldie has been
attending
classes
at
Strathclyde
University’s Centre for Lifelong
Learning for more than 20 years - that
may be a record! She likes nothing better
than engaging in a controversial debate
at her psychology class. She’s also a
member of the Learning in Later Life
Association (3Ls) which is represented
on the SOPA Committee by John
Parkhill.
The 3Ls arranges many
sociable and interesting educational
away events, and supports a variety of
clubs. Anna has learned a lot from
members of the Computer Club and
enjoys exchanging emails with her
grandchildren and great grandchildren.
She was featured in an article in the
Herald on 22 March entitled ‘Loneliness
- the Silent Epidemic”, which highlights
the dire physical deterioration that can
accompany loneliness. It was also the
focus of the Holyrood Briefing Event .

The book Anna is holding in the
photograph is about a unique 75-year
study of a group of Americans across
their lifespans. What has emerged is that
warm social relationships are the key
factor to a long and satisfying life.
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Anna lives on her own and has a
philosophy that has sustained her
through her life, along with a son and
daughter-in-law who live close and love
her to pieces. “Sometimes people are
surprised to see me around the
university, but I get great pleasure
attending classes. Why shouldn’t I be
there? I’m not too old to contribute my
perspective and learn new things. And
I’ve made great new friends in the
classes in my 90s and that’s really
wonderful.”

Anna has found the 3Ls and classes a
wonderful source of friendship. Together
with a great love of the outdoors walking a mile or so every day - and the
odd game of golf – this lifestyle and
attitude should see her reach her century
with a bit of luck!

And if you happen to be in Scotland
during the spring, here’s a friendly
invitation.

Celebrate the Launch of the Age Friendly Academy
Tuesday 2nd May, 1 – 4pm

You are warmly invited to attend the University of Strathclyde's launch of its Age‐
Friendly Academy in the magnificent TIC building at 99 George Street. The University
runs a very large programme of daytime classes aimed at older adults which contributes
to positive attitudes to growing older and keeps people motivated to get out and enjoy
mentally stimulating activities. Also across faculties there is research into different
aspects of ageing. The new Age Friendly Academy will be a showcase for this work and
for learning in later life.
The Principal will launch the Academy followed by short presentations by various
speakers. Afterwards a reception will allow people to get together and network.
Registration and lunch from 12.30pm.
Further details/Register online at: https://www.engage.strath.ac.uk/event/371
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CONFERENCE NEWS

Getting of Wisdom – participants at the Wellington conference

Way down south Professor Brian
Findsen of the Faculty of Education,
University of Waikato, in New Zealand
has been zapping around Australia and
New Zealand on what sounds like a
stimulating but possibly exhausting
group of conferences under the heading
“Getting of Wisdom” – loved the 1977
film of that name by the way! Here he
imparts some of the wisdom that was
“got” at the gatherings.

from Europe who had had prior contact
with
Professors
Barry
Golding
(Federation University, Ballarat) and
Brian Findsen (University of Waikato) at
European conferences related to later life
learning.
These
prior
European
conferences were organised by the
Education & Learning of Older Adults
(ELOA) Network, a subset of the
European Society for Research on the
Education of Adults (ESREA).

This report provides some insights into
the combined conferences held on three
days from 14th-16th February, 2017
(Ballarat, Melbourne and Wellington)
complemented by two field trips to sites
of learning for older adults (13th
February from Ballarat; Friday 17th
February from Wellington to the
Wairarapa). Essentially, the series of
conferences and study tours were in the
form of an exchange with colleagues

I was one of the main organisers for the
Wellington conference sponsored by
ACE Aotearoa and capably supported by
their team (especially Colin McGregor
as CEO; Mary Gavigan and Viv Reti). In
addition, Gillian Brock from their board
was an active participant in both the
Ballarat conference and the Wellington
event. (We both travelled back earlier on
the day of the Melbourne conference, to
fine-tune the conference the next day, so
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this report does not adequately cover the
Melbourne event). Charissa Wearea, cochair of the board for ACE Aotearoa,
helped to secure speakers and offer
advice
from
a
tangata-whenua
perspective, (that being a Maori term for
the indigenous people of New Zealand.)

The primary purpose of the whole
exchange visit was to present both
conceptual papers on aspects of later life
learning (at opposite locations on the
globe) and field trips to witness and
interrogate practices in neighbourhood
centres, men’s sheds, community centres
and locations of historical significance in
both countries.
Who were the participants? A nucleus of
around 10 European adult educators
arrived “down-under” for the full
exchange visit – from the UK (2),
Germany, Sweden (3), Poland, Ireland,
Slovenia, Portugal - complemented by
Australians and New Zealanders and a
Philippino woman for the Wellington
event. In each case, some locals were
attracted to the one day conferences.
Deliberately, both the Australian and
New Zealand events were strongly
focused on indigenous perspectives so

that bi-cultural and multi-cultural
dynamics were at play throughout the
week. For the Australian conferences,
Adult Learning Australia (ALA)
featured as a major sponsor and provider
of personnel and resources. A personal
highlight for me was reconnecting with
Robert Tobias, formerly of Canterbury
Centre for Continuing Education, and his
wife, Bertha, now settled in the Blue
Mountains of New South Wales and
with colleagues with whom I had
previously liaised/worked from the UK
(Alex Withnall; Sue Jackson) and
Germany (Bernhard Schmidt-Hertha).
However, I was delighted to meet other
colleagues enthusiastic for what can be
achieved in later life learning from
diverse settings.
The programmes at both Ballarat and
Wellington were full of exciting content
and chances for really good dialogue. On
the preceding Sunday (for earlier
arrivals) we engaged in a bush walk, a
visit to the Museum of Australian
Democracy (MADE) where the famous
Eureka
Blockade
occurred,
an
impromptu visit to Barry’s own historic
house, and an organic winery where we
enjoyed a sumptuous pizza meal. On
Monday (13th February) the group,
having
stayed
in
University
accommodation in central Ballarat,
visited
Buninyong
Men’s
Shed,
Winchelsea Community House and the
amazing Apollo Neighbourhood House,
where we gained more information on
local initiatives with/for older people in
that coastal community. While we
enjoyed a meal there, a local band
provided music which some of us could
not resist dancing to!
On the Tuesday the first of three
consecutive conferences was held in
Ballarat. The programme consisted of a
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combination of keynote addresses and
sessions where more academicallyoriented papers were presented, mainly
by the European visitors. Initially, short
addresses were given by Alex Withnall
on diverse contexts for older adult
learning, myself(on a recent book
published on International perspectives
on older adult education and by Tony
Dreise, an indigenous scholar who
provided
a
thought-provoking
conceptualisation of later life learning
from an aboriginal perspective.

and Professors Barry Golding and
Bernhard Schmidt-Hertha pointed to the
collaboration between Europe and
Australia in providing the basis for the
success of this exchange programme.
On the Wednesday, the main group were
escorted to Melbourne for the next
conference. This had a shortened
timeframe prior to participants catching
a late afternoon flight to Wellington.
Presentations in Melbourne included
topics such as Indigenous perspectives in
life and learning; Lifelong learning
policy and practice in Sweden; Men’s
Sheds in Scandinavia (particularly
Denmark); the professionalisation of the
U3A in Australia and Fifty years of adult
and community education in Aotearoa
New Zealand, focussing on learning in
later years. I regretted missing this
conference.

Winchelsea Community house, Victoria

Later in the day a panel considered
reasons for engagement in learning in
later life (Barry Golding, Helen
Kimberley from the Brotherhood of St
Laurence, and David Helmers, CEO of
Australian Men’s Sheds Association).
Interspersed were a series of shorter
presentations, most of which had
referred papers connected to them, on
U3As in Portugal, Inter-generational
exchanges from a social movement in
Slovenia, Ageing in Sweden focusing on
new immigrants and the engagement (or
its lack) of universities in older adult
education in Aotearoa New Zealand. At
the end of proceedings, Professor
Emerita
Sue
Jackson,
Birkbeck
University
of
London,
provided
insightful reflections on the significance
of learning on this occasion. At the day’s
end, the contingent were invited to a
civic reception in the town hall in
Ballarat in which the city representatives

Next followed two days in Wellington
and the Wairarapa in New Zealand. On
the Thursday the conference was held
upstairs in the stunning wharewaka
(conference centre) on the waterfront.
The guests received a traditional Maori
welcome (powhiri) hosted by Peter and
June Jackson. Immediately after the
scene was set by complementary bicultural perspectives: Hauiti Hakopa
(University of Otago) spoke on Intergenerational transfer of knowledge in the
Māori world; I spoke on Pākehā (white
Caucasian) perspectives, focussing on
which adult education agencies are
derivative of a British heritage (through
colonisation) and those which are
innovative to us. Keynote addresses
were provided by Rangimahora Reddy,
CEO of Rauawaawa Trust in Hamilton,
on the work of the trust, a kaumātua
(elder) initiative focussing on the holistic
development of indigenous seniors;
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Nicola Sutton, CEO of English
Language Partners, spoke about how
new immigrants, especially older adults,
negotiate their learning in a new cultural
context. Interspersed between keynotes
were presentations on vocational history
of older workers and their participation
in further education in Germany;
learning neighbourhoods as arenas for
inter-generational learning in later life in
Ireland; a more personal analysis by
Alex Withnall on dealing with chronic
illness (in this case, type 2 diabetes) in
later life; neighbourhood houses in
Australia; autoethnography beyond the
academy (constructing narratives in later
life). In addition, we were treated to a
workshop led by Charissa Waerea
(Board of ACE Aotearoa) on the Te
Tiriti (Treaty) of Waitangi and its
significance for New Zealanders. A
packed day indeed! To balance the
powhiri, we held a poroporoaki (farewell
event), in which all persons spoke about
what they had learned from this and the
previous days. It was an emotional time
and one to celebrate!
The final day of the formal programme
for the visitors and locals alike involved
an entire day visit to sites in the
Wairarapa (north of Wellington) where
older adults engage in sustained
learning. Despite the heavy rain the
participants were in very good spirits.
This field trip, ably designed and
implemented by Peter McNeur of
Wairarapa REAP, began with the train
north from Wellington through the
historic tunnel for the Rimutaka Hill.
First stop in Masterton was the Henley
Men’s Shed (the “mothership” of men’s
sheds” in New Zealand) where we
shared valuable time finding out about
the wide variety of activities in which
men (and some women) were engaged. I

was very impressed, especially by the
entrepreneurial
ventures
of
the
membership and the men’s close links to
the community, wherein they provided
considerable assistance. Later some of
the group went to Wairarapa SeniorNet
and others to King’s Street Artworks.
The bus then travelled further north to
Pukaha Mt Bruce where we first enjoyed
lunch followed by oral Māori language
lessons in a fun way. A few of us braved
the rain to view feeding of kaka (native
birds).

The New Zealand Kaka

Next, at a point when most participants
were in need of respite, we stopped at
Featherston Community Centre to
engage in light exercise (Qi Gong).
Thereafter, the bus took us to Lower
Hutt to catch a final train back into the
CBD of Wellington.
As one of the main organisers for the
events, I was definitely pleased that the
plans were well executed and with
sensitivity. I knew of the countless teleconferences both within and between
Australia and New Zealand that helped
to cement the organisation of this
innovative set of conferences. At the end
I was tired but exhilarated, deeply
conscious of special moments shared
with colleagues from around the world
with kindred interests in learning in later
life.
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Sounds like one of the most hectic
conference schedules I’ve ever heard of
– and a really enjoyable one. Wish I’d
been there.
As you will have seen from Brian’s piece
above Alex Withnall however was there,
giving two presentations. She has also
found time recently to publish a number
of journal articles, which you may find
of interest. They are:
Intergenerational Relationships and
Lifelong Learning: Missing Links
Alexandra Withnall
Pages 4-13 | Published online: 10 Feb
2017 by Journal of Intergenerational
Relationships
at
http://www.tandfonline.com/eprint/U3A
hEFDxJm2ekCCtGXbB/full
Mestheneos, E and Withnall, A. (2016).
Ageing, learning and health: making
connections, International Journal of
Lifelong Education, 35: 522-536
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.
1080/02601370.2016.1224039?scroll=to
p&needAccess=true
Withnall, A (2016). Lifelong learning
comes of age: an intergenerational
perspective, Revista Investigar em
Educacao, 11 (5) 11-27. (This is a
Portuguese journal).
http://pages.ie.uminho.pt/inved/index.ph
p/ie/article/view/109/108
Here in the UK the 9th annual joint
conference from Age UK London and the
Social Care Workforce Research Unit &
Making Research Count at King’s
College London held on the 9th February
was devoted to the subject of Older
People and Human Rights and there
was so much interest in it that I was
offered not one, not two but three reports

from those attending. An indication of
the interest in and importance of the
conference was the large number of
people attending, as Eileen Rubery,
Faculty of Public Health noted.
The large and lively audience almost
exceeded the capacity of the venue. It
focused on updating the audience on the
work of the Social Care Workforce
Research Unit & Making Research
Count at King’s College London. Copies
of PowerPoint’s were provided, which is
always a plus since it gives the listener
the freedom to concentrate on the talk
rather than on taking notes.
The morning opened with an
introduction to the Human Rights Act,
2000, Caroline Green making the
important point that an Act is only of
value if used to achieve change. She
drew attention to the particular value the
act had in relation to events in care
homes and other places where basic
rights in relation to treatment and care
could be threatened. How this act will
survive Brexit is at present unclear,
especially because of the negative
publicity generated by the way some
offenders have been able to use it to
delay deportation for many years. David
Isaacs, the Human Rights Commissioner
recently stressed that, whatever the fate
of the Act after Brexit ‘changes must not
weaken the protections we all enjoy’.

Panel discussion at the conference (l to r):
Caroline Green, Helen Wildbore, Gavin
Terry, Jo Moriarty and Martin Stevens
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Helen Wildbore from the British
Institute of Human rights then provided
a useful summary of some of the ways
the Act could be used to protect a variety
of vulnerable groups, and Susan
Westwood outlined some of the ways it
could protect the older people. The
morning ended with discussion, although
time was limited and so coherent
feedback was lacking.
The afternoon, dealing with more
specific examples of use to defend those
with dementia and with examples of
problems with obstructive behaviour was
less useful, rapidly deteriorating into
heated
discussions
of
particular
difficulties some individuals were
experiencing and lacking the breadth of
interest or link to general principles of
usage that makes a conference useful.
Chairpersons do need to make sure
discussions focus around general
principals and avoid breast-beating about
the intransigence of other groups
because getting bogged down in such
details seriously risks losing the interest
of the audience. But overall it was a very
worthwhile
and
thought-provoking
meeting and I was glad to have managed
to find the time to attend.
Lynne Wealleans, Director of Policy
and Engagement with the Beth Johnson
Foundation has a very specific interest
in the subject of the conference.
I attended because one of the aims of the
Beth Johnson Foundation is ‘to stand up
for the rights of people as they are
ageing’ and I was impressed not only by
how packed the conference was but how
diverse the audience was and how well
attended it was by independent older
people. One of the ways that BJF
defends those rights is by running

advocacy
programmes,
giving
individuals a voice at some of the most
vulnerable times in life, for example
when affected by cancer or dementia.
As an individual I am very committed to
the protection and furtherance of human
rights and I think that some of the horror
stories we hear in relation to older
people’s issues simply wouldn’t happen
if their human rights were being
protected.
It’s always helpful to have a shared
understanding of the topic area and
Caroline Green, PhD Student at the
Social Care Workforce Research Unit
gave a very clear overview of what we
mean by human rights; the Human
Rights Act and the uncertainties around
its’ future (will it be repealed, will we
have a Bill of Human Rights instead?).
These questions are on hold currently as
the Government grapples with Brexit.
Helen Wildbore introduced us to the
work of the British Institute of Human
Rights (BIHR) and their website is well
worth looking at for information,
resources
and
events.
https://www.bihr.org.uk/
Helen explored some of the practical
applications of human rights; for
example that current discussions about
dignity and respect in care should
acknowledge the shared values upon
which our human rights are based. She
gave us some powerful case stories of
human rights being overlooked for
people
in
vulnerable
situations,
particularly for people who are deemed
not to have capacity to make decisions
for themselves e.g. adults with learning
difficulties or dementia. This makes a
powerful case for a human rights
approach to advocacy.
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Gavin Terry from the Alzheimer’s
Society also explored this issue of
vulnerability in his presentation ‘People
with dementia have rights too’; calling
for a rights-based approach to dementia
care and support. He highlighted some
of the issues; the Alzheimer’s Society
position; their campaigning and call for
changes.
By the end of the day I felt that I had
learnt a lot about human rights and I had
some really good conversations with
delegates, some of whom were
representing organisations but many of
whom were independent people who
cared strongly about the subject. I came
away with plenty of ideas about applying
what I had learnt to the work of the Beth
Johnson Foundation and making sure
that we tell people how strongly
Our third correspondent on this
important issue is Maureen Childs of
Ransackers and Green Seniors of Tower
Hamlets Green Party, who goes into
further detail on what was said.
Caroline Green started with this
excellent quotation:
‘Documents expressing ideals carry no
weight unless the people know them,
unless the people understand them,
unless the people demand that they be
lived…………’ Eleanor Roosevelt,
Chair of the United Nations Human
Rights Commission. 1884-1962.
Of course we all understand that we
have rights and freedoms simply because
we are human beings. It was the need to
address abuses that brought about the
Magna Carta (1215) and the English Bill
of Rights (1689).. Today we have human
rights laws on the International,
European and National level, including

the latest in the UK, The Human Rights
Act 1998.
In brief, included under the banner of
human rights and freedom are:
• The right to life
• Prohibition of torture or inhuman
or degrading treatment
• The right to liberty and security
• The right to respect for private
and family life
Responsibilities for these rights are with
the government and public authorities,
business owners and managers and you
and me. Hopefully human rights will
stay an integral part of the British legal
system under Brexit.
Helen Wildbore introduced some of the
BIHR’s pamphlets. Care and Support: a
human rights approach to advocacy. –
materials which certainly at a quick
glance appear to be very well presented.
(https://www.bihr.org.uk/Pages/Categor
y/guides-and-fact-sheets ) and then
explained in detail some of the human
rights we are entitled to.
Sue Westwood then went into the areas
of human rights that particularly effect
older people.
• Care Ethics and Care Rights
• Whose Duty to Provide Care
• Whose Right to Receive Care
• Qualified/Unqualified Rights to Care
•
lder People & Right to Care
It was a presentation which highlighted
some of the most contentious examples
of abuse.
After lunch Gavin Terry, Policy
Manager of The Alzheimer’s Society,
gave a talk entitled People with
Dementia have rights too. He began by
giving us some horrendous statistics, one
of the most alarming being that 225,000
people will develop dementia this year
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and that there are already over 45,000
people under 65 in the UK with the
disease.

Two thirds of the cost of dementia is
paid for by patients and their families.
Unpaid carers save the economy £11
billion a year. Even though dementia is
the main cause of disability in later life,
ahead of cancer, cardio vascular or
stroke, as a country we spend much less
on this than on these other conditions.
There is however now a Charter of
Rights for people with dementia and
their carers in Scotland and the
Alzheimer’s Society have produced
booklets, which are available online,
along with a national helpline and a
talking
point
forum
https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/ .
Finally senior research fellow Martin
Stevens presented his talk on How to
help when being hindered? Professional
responses when faced with third parties
preventing access to adults at risk.

One interesting point about this
presentation was the disclaimer that
came with it. ‘The views expressed in
this presentation are those of the authors
and not necessarily those of the
Department of Health”. This was a very
poignant talk with many examples of
hindrance. Martin explained that it often
takes numerous agencies to deal with
hindrance sometimes including the
police. He pointed out that there are
many discrepancies in the UK. Law in
Scotland or Wales may be different from
that in England and practitioners are not
necessarily familiar with the Mental
Health Act 1983.
Finally there was some time for
questions but with such interesting and
topical issues regrettably not enough.
Even though the speakers held the
audience spellbound I regretted the lack
of discussion and questions. Even so,
this was one of the most interesting
conferences I have been to. My own
view with regard to the right to justice is
that it seems that finances or lack of
them are often what makes the decisions,
especially as there is now no financial
legal aid for the poor. Justice, it seems,
is only for the rich.
Papers from the conference are
available
here:
http://www.kcl.ac.uk/sspp/policyinstitute/scwru/events/joint/9feb17.aspx

OTHER NEWS
A year ago in the Spring 2016 issue of
this digest Hilary Farnsworth wrote
about the Ransackers “Serious study” in
later life” project. If you want to refresh
your memory the piece is on page 7 of

that digest and if you’ve mislaid it, you
can find it online on our website digest
page. That research is now completed
and Hilary reports here on some of its
conclusions.
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A team of six “older researchers”, all
over 55, have completed 12 months
investigating the value of serious study
in later life, both for benefit to the
individual and as a contributory resource
for society. This team of older people
were supported and mentored by three
academics who are experts in the study
of ageing, and they met at four
workshops, coming together from
Cornwall, Birmingham, Staffordshire
and London. The project was funded by
BSG Averil Osborn project.
Ransackers Association has been
promoting serious education for older
people for over 10 years. Up until 2012,
short Ransacker residential courses ran
for people aged over 55 at several
colleges, unique in that each person
chose a topic and worked on their own
project, producing a written mini thesis.
Since then changes in the funding
climate have prevented colleges from
running these non-vocational courses,
Topics studied ranged from history
(which was very popular and included
biographies) to literature, engineering,
and social issues. RA has carried out
research with some of the 700 people
who took part in these courses, starting
with an unfunded mini project in 2015.
Themes emerging from this research
(and we are still analysing the data)
included strong views about education in
the post war decades, different types of
motivation, and some markers about the
support required for seniors to go back
to study. We also debated the question
“What IS serious study” - in fact we still
are debating it - but generally we see it
as sustained study requiring concentrated
effort, commitment in terms of energy
and time. Failing the 11+ exam had
been a very damaging experience for

some, and they carried this sense of
school failure through life until they
finally went back to study and proved to
themselves they could actually do it.
This was a transformative experience for
them. Several had been encouraged to
go back to study by sons and daughters.
This intergenerational effect of young
people, who expected in the 2000s to go
on to HE and university, and mostly did
so, encouraging their parents who
missed out was noticeable.
Some
interviewees felt they had a new identity:
“I’m not just an OAP , a retired person,
I’m now an older person who has a
higher qualification” ( eg a Masters).
Most of the seniors mentioned the
increased confidence they had gained:
some went on to do a different type of
paid work, or to volunteer in the
community, some as teachers and
speakers.

http://www.ransackersassociation.org.uk/

This was a short 12 month project,
limited by funds and resources. Much
more needs to be done to get education
for seniors back on the agenda. We are
keen to partner with institutions who are
researching these issues, and fundraising
is a priority for us. We are considering
how best to campaign for better
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educational opportunities for seniors in
this era of austerity: degrees are still
available via loans (which don’t have to
be paid back by low income pensioners)
but the access points are not as available
as they were 20 years ago. Our belief is

that older people, whether working in
the paid or voluntary economies, or not
working at all but just exercising their
brains, should have the opportunities to
study, as part of wellbeing and being
active members of society.

________________________________________________________________________

ON THE TIP OF YOUR TONGUE
by Dr Tony Gibson

YOUR MEMORY IN LATER LIFE
‘The core message that there is nothing inevitable about about
memory loss is an important and
powerful tool to take into the ageing process.’
(Errol Murphy, Third Age Matters 2016)

For over 20 years, our best seller (out of print as a book)
NOW UPDATED & available as an Ebook (suitable for Kindle or any
other tablet) – £5.49 or as a PDF to read on-screen or print out for your
own use – £5.00
Both available – along with all our other publications - from our website

www.thirdagepress.co.uk
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OBITUARY

It is with great sadness that we report
the death of Tony Carter at the age of
91. Tony was an active member of AEA
for many years, was involved in the early
foundation days of the University of the
Third Age but perhaps most important of
all, was a shining example of the power
of older learning – see the photograph
above of Tony, accepting his Masters
degree when he was 81, having left
school when he was only 15. This
obituary is compiled from the many
tributes read at his funeral from friends
and colleagues.
Tony was born on the 3rd of July, 1925,
in Handsworth in Birmingham. But he
regarded himself as a Yorkshireman.
His parents lived in Hull and that is
where he grew up. The family later
moved to Baildon near Bradford and
Tony attended Bingley grammar school.
He left school when he was 15 and was
not to return to formal education until he
was 80. After a brief spell in the wool
industry and then the civil service, in
1943 he was conscripted into the Royal

Inniskilling Fusiliers, serving in Omagh
in Northern Ireland for two years and
then with the First Battalion in India,
which gave him a lifetime interest in the
politics and culture of India.
Tony was demobbed in 1947, still only
22 years old, when he returned to the
civil service. He described himself as a
keen trade unionist right from the start,
which led to a job with the Electrical
Trades Union, and then to the position of
Assistant National Organiser for the
Guild of Insurance Officials, which
eventually became part of Unite. Later
he became Deputy Secretary General of
the Society of Technical Civil Servants.
Tony married his wife Barbara in
December 1957 and they set up home in
Chelsea, where they got to know the
socialist playwright Arnold Wesker
whose plays were being staged at the
Royal Court at the time. Later Tony
became Secretary General of the Council
of Post Office Unions, where he stayed
until his retirement. Then began what
one could call a second career, where he
used his experience and skills in the
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service of the pensioners’ movement.
His first position was as national
organiser of the Age Well Campaign, a
government health promotion project,
which is where he met Caroline Nash, a
colleague who became, like so many, a
friend.
Caroline writes:
I first met Tony in 1987. I was employed
by the Institute of Gerontology at Kings
College to evaluate the Age Well
campaign. I had just finished my PhD.
Nearly 30 years separated our ages. Both
of us viewed the prospect with some
trepidation. I could tell that Tony
considered the whole assessment rather a
waste of time as it was obvious to him
that the Age Well project had been a
success. Obvious or not, it was necessary
to prove success if further funding was
to be secured. After that first project,
Tony and I worked together on several
others to benefit older people. Tony's
genial nature and bonhomie opened
doors and encouraged organisations to
put their trust in us. He was a skilled
operator and always supportive and
eager to learn about the dryer side of
research. There was soon a relationship
of mutual trust and respect. He taught
me to write in a less formal manner and
it was said that it became impossible to
tell who had written which bit of the
publications we wrote jointly. Over time
we found we had each been influenced
by the other for the better. I loved Tony
not just as a hard-working, conscientious
co-worker but also as a deeply valued
friend. I miss him more than words can
say.
Another colleague on the Age Well
campaign was Enid Irving. Like
Caroline, Enid came from a completely
different background, in mainstream

publishing, and knew very little about
maintaining health in older age. She
says: “Tony changed all that – he
personally introduced me to all his
useful contacts, who might help me in
my new job. I think you will agree that
positively smoothing the way for one’s
successor is generous, open hearted,
unusual and very kind. And this is what
Tony was. A generous colleague and a
kind friend – I believe we all owe him a
great deal.”
In 2000, while convener at the Senior
Citizens’ Forums Network, Tony and
Peter Beresford, Professor of Social
Policy at Brunel University, wrote Age
and change: models of involvement for
older people.

Professor Peter Beresford

Commissioned by the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation, it was a guide to the
different methods of involving older
people in decision-making about policies
and services affecting them. The
diversity of older people, their
organisations, and their circumstances,
was always at the forefront of the
authors’ minds with never any question
of a blanket approach suiting everyone.
(“Age and Change” can be accessed
here
https://www.jrf.org.uk/sites/default/files/j
rf/migrated/files/1859353215.pdf
Tony was a mentor and inspiration to
many colleagues. He made an important
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contribution to numerous national
initiatives and organisations. His friend
Tessa Harding remembers when he was
chair of the Greater London Forum for
the Elderly: “He was always a positive
and pro-active colleague and a true
democrat, a great collaborator. He
fronted conferences, wrote articles, was
gently critical and always supportive.
There were marked highlights, like the
National Service Framework for Older
People, where the contribution our group
made significantly influenced the
outcome. I suspect that was the first ever
government document to have as its first
recommendation the banning of age
discrimination in health and social care.
(Still a way to go, then!)”
AEA’s Carlie Newman was also a
colleague of Tony’s at the GLF. She
writes:
Tony was very active in our Greater
London Forum for the Elderly (now
GLF of Older People). He was ViceChair under Jack Jones and frequently
had to stand in for him. When he
became Chair he helped me to obtain
lots of funding to employ workers for
the
NPC
(National
Pensioners
Convention) and set up a Forum in every
Greater London borough. He was an
excellent Chair, who more than fulfilled
all his duties. Tony was also active in his
local Pensioners Forum in Bromley and
in the AEA and took part in our
conferences. I remember spending time
with him in Denmark. Tony and Barbara
also came on many of the TOFF (Trips
for Older Females & Fellows)
educational trips I organised with my
husband Stephen.
He particularly
relished those to the European
Parliament in Strasbourg and was the
first to ask questions of the MEPs who
spoke to us. Very keen on learning

throughout his life Tony was eager to
pass on his love for education to all
seniors. To that end he was one of the
first students on the Ransackers courses
and it was he who inspired Stephen to
follow in his footsteps and take part in
Ransackers.
Tony himself was 80 when he decided to
embark on a Masters degree in Public
History at Ruskin College. The
opportunity
arose
through
the
Ransackers project, which had then just
started (see page 16). Tony’s thesis was
called “It’s only art…” and investigated
how the Nazi attack on modern art in
pre-war Germany was viewed in the UK.
Around the time that Tony was doing his
degree, he was made Older Learner of
the Year at a glittering event at the
V&A. He was politically active to the
end and hated the stereotype of people
getting more right-wing as they got
older. He said that on the contrary he
had moved further to the left. He was a
loving family man to Barbara, to his
daughter Frances and grandchildren:
Milly, Joe and Milo, who share his love
of jazz, art and history.
The final word comes from his daughter
Frances, who remembers Tony thus:
My father believed that we should leave
the world a better place and all his
working life was predicated on that
belief. He was a political man. I
inherited from him an ideology but also
a love of going to the pub, of
architecture, circuses, social history,
estuaries, the Yorkshire moors, violet
creams, 1950s British cinema, Dionne
Warwick - the list could go on and on.
He was an exceptional man in so many
ways, clever, generous, loving, selfassured, irreverent. I am deeply proud
of him.
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AEA DIGEST CULTURE SECTION

Professor Anne Basting is a theatre
artist and educator based in Milwaukee,
USA, known internationally for her
ground-breaking creative practice with
older people in care settings and the
wider comamunity. She recently visited
Edinburgh to share her work. Val
Bissland reports on Anne Basting and
The Penelope Project.

Edinburgh focused on the positive
impact of community-building projects
with older people as collaborators,
including The Penelope Project, which
was a collaboration between UWM
Department of Theatre and Luther
Manor Senior Living Community; The
Islands of Milwaukee network which
brings meaningful engagement to older
adults at risk of isolation and a creative
training programme, launched in 2016,
with 50 Wisconsin nursing homes.

“The arts is a way of being in
relationships, of seeing and shaping the
world. I create programs, performances,
and installations that bring the arts into
the hands of people seeking to transform
their lives and communities.” - Anne
Basting
Professor Basting has developed an
alternative concept of ageing, one that
focuses on its possibilities as well as its
challenges,
and
views
sustained
emotional connections as critical to our
wellbeing as we age. Her lecture in

Anne Gallacher, director of the artsbased Scottish organisation ‘Luminate’,
says, “There is a growing number of
Scottish-based artists working with older
people in care settings, and this is an
exciting opportunity for us all to share
experiences across continents. I was also
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delighted to be collaborating with the
Centre for Person-centred Practice
Research at Queen Margaret University
on this visit. Their priorities are very
much in line with Luminate’s and I hope
this will be the first of many joint
initiatives”.

boldly dreams of how to make later life a
time of growth and learning.
http://anne-basting.com/welcome/
The Penelope Project: An Arts-Based
Odyssey to Change Elder Care
(Humanities and Public Life)

Now that people are living longer care
must be an experience people can
imagine without dread. The Penelope
Project shows how to do this by creating
a community that engages residential
home inmates in meaningful drama.

Great Court of the British Museum

One of the great and often free learning
resources we have is our museums, not
just in London but all over the UK.
Carol Allen here looks at the Age
Friendliness and Museums.
Luther Manor residents Joyce and Rusty
joined the cast of Sojourn Theatre in the play
Finding Penelope - the subject of a book and
documentary

At Milwaukee’s Luther Manor, a team
of theatre artists, university students,
staff, residents and volunteers embarked
on a two-year project to examine the
ancient story of the Odyssey from the
perspective of Penelope, wife of
Odysseus. Together, the team staged a
play that engaged everyone and
transcended the limits, not just of old age
and disability, but also youth,
regulations, and boundaries. This
approach underscores the essential role
of the arts and humanities in imbuing
meaning to life. Waiting, as was
Penelope’s fate, need not be a time of
loss and neglect. The Penelope Project

Coverage of museums and their
relationship with older learners in this
digest has inevitably been a bit
piecemeal over the years. I have in the
past mentioned some of the excellent
outreach projects at Dulwich Museum
and Art Gallery for example. Earlier this
summer I took my drama class to a small
but interesting exhibition devoted to
Victorian theatre at the British Library.
The
students
were
somewhat
disappointed by the actors there, who
gave short talks in the character of one
of the Victorian theatre personalities
whose careers were elsewhere illustrated
with photographs, posters and other
memorabilia but were knocked out by
the building itself and enthusiastic about
returning for some of the many lectures
that are held there. We also have an
ongoing relationship with Kensington
Palace, which is not free – it is in fact
quite pricey – but there too there is a
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lively outreach operation to the local
community in place, giving the
opportunity for free group visits to the
palace and support with related projects.
You will remember me banging on about
the “Glorious Georges” show we put on
there a couple of summers ago. We
made another visit there in the spring to
look at the Victoria rooms in relation to
the recent television drama series about
this queen when young. I was therefore
very interested to be given the
opportunity to attend a conference at the
British Museum in February organised
by the Age Friendly Museums Network.
The day started with a short film of an
older people’s dance project, followed
by a discussion not only on the
beneficial effects of dance in terms of
physical and mental health but the high
level of creativity that can be achieved
by older dancers (not really related to
museums but still grist to the learning
mill). We then turned to museums per
se, where the ageing demographic
inevitably came into play with
discussions on accessibility and also
examples from all over the UK of ways
in which museums were working to
engage older people, including a digital
engagement project in care homes in
Salford and special grandparents and
grandchildren days out in Glasgow.
The most interesting aspect of the day
though was the extent to which museums
regard older people not as a passive
group to be “serviced” but as an asset,
making a valuable contribution to their
work as volunteers, assisting in the
community outreach work and inside the
actual museums. I found particularly
interesting the way some institutions
such as The British Museum itself are
recruiting and training older volunteers
to assist in recording items such as

archaeological finds by members of the
public (“The Metal Detectors”).

Another project in Leicester had
volunteers engaging in the natural world
through the local Natural History
museum. Once trained, volunteers were
also taking their new knowledge out into
the community and sharing it. What do
the volunteers get out of this? Learning
new skills including all important IT
ones in a supportive environment,
structure to their lives, a better social life
and making new friends were cited. Plus
the museums really value the
contributions made by their volunteers.
Further information with related articles
can by found on the Age Friendly
Museums
Network
website.
https://agefriendlymuseums.wordpress.c
om/
The cartoons by the way were
created by graphics company Scriberia
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Here’s one we should perhaps cherish

after the end of the last day of school,
but just before everyone moves on. It’s
about the cusp of adulthood, the cusp of
complete change and a time we may all
well remember. But the actors are all
veterans in their sixties and seventies,
lending a sense of poignancy to the
story.
As the Guardian’s Michael
Billington put it: “Older actors bring to
it their own life experience and invest it
with an extra layer of hope and sadness.”
I didn’t feel as a production it totally
succeeded in that the language was not
really that of a teenager and, apart from
one of the actors, the cast didn’t quite
manage to reproduce the way we moved
as teenagers – possibly a bit tricky if you
have a dodgy back! But it was an
interesting and worthwhile experiment.

In the world of theatre I have noticed an
upsurge of interest in terms of shows
where, rather than playing
small
supporting roles as grannies and such
we have Older Actors in the Spotlight.
Apart from Glenda Jackson taking on the
traditional older actor’s “Everest” role of
King Lear earlier this year, which was
feminist rather than revolutionary in the
age challenging sense, there have been a
number of examples recently of plays
specifically conceived to feature casts of
older actors centre stage.
One such was Seventeen, which I saw a
few weeks ago at the Lyric
Hammersmith. You may well remember
back in 1970 a television play by Dennis
Potter called Blue Remembered Hills, in
which adult actors such as Helen Mirren
and Colin Welland played seven year old
children.
Seventeen, which was
originally performed in Australia, uses a
similar device. The action takes place

Michael Feast as Mike and Roger Sloman as
Tom in Seventeen. Photograph: Tristram
Kenton for the Guardian

Another example is Lost Without Words
at the National Theatre Dorfman, where
“actors in their 70s and 80s, actors who
have spent their lives being other people,
bringing life to other people's words,
were on stage with nothing but
themselves and no words but their own.
No script, no map, a different show
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every night. All they have is a lifetime
of theatre to help them find their way.”
In other words they were improvising –
and a different show every night – no
rehearsal. And jolly good they were too
at this improvisation lark. It was
inspired by directors Lee Simpson and
Phelim McDermott’s interest in gifted
older actors who cease stage performing
due to worry about remembering the
lines.

Lee Simpson, Caroline Blakiston, Tim Preece,
Anna Calder-Marshall, Phelim McDermott,
and Lynn Farleigh Photo: Atri Banerjee

My favourite piece was a scene between
two women, where they not only tackled
the delicate subject matter of two lesbian
women declaring their love for each
other but the brief was to start each line
with the next letter of the alphabet!
Didn’t falter once. The music and sound
effects were also improvised in response
to what the actors were doing and the
night I went was a captioned
performance for the hard of hearing and
the caption typist (who may well not
have been older) did a grand job of
keeping up with dialogue he or she had
never heard before. Television subtitlers
could take a lesson here!
The third example I have come across is
a play called Roundelay at the
Southwark Playhouse. Written by Sonja

Linden it was inspired by Arthur
Schnitzler’s play La Ronde – the one in
which Nicole Kidman caused something
of sensation a few years ago, being
memorably describes as “theatrical
Viagra”! I didn’t see this one myself, so
don’t know how much “Viagra” was in
the air but I’m told the cast were all
elderly except for two actors and the
show was set in a circus ring with a ring
mistress cracking a whip, abusing the
audience and presiding over scenes
involving a series of couples. The show
used circus skills as well as movement
and dialogue to follow the actors as they
changed partners for each of the seven
little acts.
Our regular theatre
correspondent Carlie Newman said when
she saw it that “you cannot but love this
show in which the older actors bring
their experience to this delightful
production.”
The Soho Theatre in Dean Street is
another theatre which is on board with
this theme.
They are currently
presenting a play called The Lounge
about a 97 year old woman in a care
home, which runs until 20th May. There
are also related panel discussions on the
subject of ageing.
Details here:
http://sohotheatre.com/whats-on/thelounge/?utm_campaign=726109_Theatr
e%20newsletter%2011.04.2017&utm_m
edium=email&utm_source=Soho%20Th
eatre&dm_i=2WT4,FK9P,1Q1HGV,1L
RWQ,1
It will be interesting to see if these
ventures are just a flash in the pan or the
beginning of a new trend celebrating age
and our older actors.
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More theatre news here from Carlie
Newman
bringing
us
her
recommendations from the West End
theatre world.
It’s not often that something you look
forward to seeing fulfils all expectations.
I was, as the young people say, super
excited to see The Girls and it was even
better than anticipated. Based on the
true story of the Calendar Girls, which
has already been a film and a play, this is
written and music composed by Tim
Firth and Gary Barlow. It tells of a
group of women from the Yorkshire
Women’s Institute who posed nude for a
calendar to raise money to purchase a
settee for the waiting room of the
hospital where the husband of Annie
(Joanna Riding), one of their stalwart
members, died of cancer.
Firth and Barlow contrive to give each
of the main women a solo to sing. There
are some very good voices amongst
them and each song explains what makes
this particular character tick and what
she has to overcome in order to take the
huge step of stripping in front of a
camera and accepting that the pictures
will be seen by many more people.

Claire Machin, Sophie-Louise Dann, Joanna
Riding, Claire Moore and Debbie Chazen
Photograph: Matt Crockett, Dewynters

The show is directed by Tim Firth with a
compassionate feeling for the plight of
the man with cancer and how his wife
and the community cope with his illness

and death. We meet the women at the
beginning of the show with the opening
number, Yorkshire, where the women
are introduced. Besides Annie, there is
her best friend Chris (Claire Moore) who
has a troublesome teenage son (Ben
Hunter) and Ruth (Debbie Chazen) who
thinks she is the cause of her husband
chasing other women. We also meet
Cora (Claire Machin), the choir-mistress
and main singer in the choir group and
Marie (Marian McLoughlin), the Chair
of the local WI. There is also the siren of
the group, big breasted Celia (SophieLouise Dann) who sings “So I’ve had a
little work done” and the very special
older woman, Jessie (Michelle Dotrice),
who gives a superb rendition of “What
age expects” about being an older
woman. The women eventually take part
in posing for the nude calendar even
though Ruth has to down quantities of
wine to get up enough courage and Chris
has to prove herself to her son and his
schoolgirl girlfriend (Chloe May
Jackson).
Yorkshire, and especially the small
village of Knapley where the women
live, plays a large part in the story.
Annie’s husband John (James Gaddas) is
a man of the soil and the women plant
the sunflower seeds he has left after he
dies. The set is a simple assembly of
kitchen cabinets and there are tons of
sunflowers at the end. This is great
musical for middle-aged people although
the younger fans of Gary Barlow seemed
to really enjoy it when he came on stage
and sang on opening night. See this to
be moved, amused and uplifted.
Bold, bouncing and beautiful – that is
An American in Paris. – a fantastic
production which gains tremendously by
having two superb ballet dancers in the
leads and will run and run. Based on the
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1951 film, this musical, with music and
lyrics by George and Ira Gershwin, has
lovely songs which are sung well, not
only by the leading actors but by all the
cast. You will surely recognise I got
rhythm, They can’t take that away from
me and ‘S wonderful. And the dancing,
particularly the ballet sequences, is out
of this world.
Jerry (Robert Fairchild) is an American
soldier who remains in Paris to paint at
the end of the war. He becomes friends
with Henri (Haydn Oakley), who against
the wishes of his parents wants to be a
nightclub singer and Adam (David
Seadon-Young), a composer . All three
fall in love with the French dancer, Lise
(Leanne Cope), who has her own
demons to deal with. There is an added
complication with a rich American
woman, Milo (Zoe Rainey), who is in
love with Jerry. But it is obvious that
Jerry and Lise are a matched couple.

Robert Fairchild and Leanne Cope.
Photograph: Tristram Kenton

Bob Crowley’s sets and costumes have a
touch of genius – the shapes and back
projections are constantly moving and
give a true picture of the Paris of 1945.
Director and choreographer Christopher
Wheeldon ensures that the actors and

dancers keep leaping and spinning to the
lovely music.
Ballet dancer Fairchild is able to act and
sing as well as dance magnificently. He
is partnered by Cope who is also multitalented and their duets are just
wonderful! Also on stage is Jane Asher
as Henri’s mother. Apart from some
dodgy French accents everything is
excellent.
The Girls is at the Phoenix Theatre,
London until 15th July 2017. Box Office:
0844 871 7629
An American in Paris is at the Dominion
Theatre (booking until 27th January
2018. Box office: 0844 847 1775

More entertainment news with Carol
Allen looking at What’s On Screen
There currently appears to be
considerable interest in World War II on
both the big and small screens. Earlier
this year on television there was The
Halcyon, set in the London Blitz and
Stephen Poliakoff’s enigmatic series
Close to the Enemy, which actually
dealt with the immediate aftermath of
the war.
Recently in the cinema was Another
Mother’s Son, about real life heroine
Louise Gold (Jenny Seagrove), who
sheltered a Russian prisoner from the
Nazis in occupied Jersey. It’s a good
straightforward piece of storytelling,
which is still around in a few cinemas.
In Their Finest Hour Gemma Arterton
plays a scriptwriter working on a morale
boosting propaganda film during the
Blitz with Bill Nighy as her over the hill
star. I haven’t had a chance to see it yet
but the subject and the director (Lone
Scherfig) means I will make the effort.
Opening in the summer Brian Cox gives
a towering performance as Churchill, a
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role many actors have now tackled but
Cox’s interpretation is a particularly
interesting one. Also this summer
Christopher Nolan directs Dunkirk
featuring a strong cast, which includes
Kenneth Branagh and Tom Hardy.
However turning our attention now to
the First World War I, or actually the
after effects of that event, I was very
impressed by Frantz, which opens in
May. Set in a small German town in
1919 the story concerns Anna (Paula
Beer), a young woman whose fiancé
Frantz has been killed in the war. She
lives with Frantz’s parents (Ernst
Stötzner and Marie Gruber), who love
her as the daughter-in-law she was to
have become. Into their lives comes
Adrien (Pierre Niney), a Frenchman who
claims he was a friend of Frantz when
they were both studying in Paris before
the war.

Paula Beer as Anna
Photo: Jean-Claude Moreau-Foz

There have been many films about the
horrors of the First World War, not so
many about the immediate aftermath.
This is a charming and wistful tale, shot
in black and white, changing into muted
colour for sequences of memory, as in
Adrien’s stories of pre-war Paris.
Through its characters – the family and

the villagers - it also explores the way
the war changed the once amiable
cultural and social relationship between
France and Germany. The characters
are beautifully played - gently and
sensitively - and director Francois Ozon,
who was inspired by the 1931 Ernst
Lubitsch film Broken Lullaby, has
developed that into a complex story with
unexpected twists and surprises without
ever losing focus on the central
relationship, which is actually a
triangular one – Anna, Adrien and
Frantz, whose life was stolen from him
by the war.
Touching and totally
absorbing.
It's interesting to speculate as to why
British
director
John
Madden
(Shakespeare in Love, Marigold Hotel
etc) would choose the totally different
and challenging world of the American
political jungle for his latest film Miss
Sloane.
The particular area under
scrutiny here is the dirty tricks world of
the American lobbyists – nobbling
senate votes in dodgy ways seems to
sum it up. It is a world which is quite
challenging to a British audience.
The main character is top lobbyist
Elizabeth Sloane (Jessica Chastain). The
film opens with Elizabeth facing charges
in a court room. We then go into the
main body of the film, the events leading
up to that, getting straight into the meat
of the issue, which is a proposal, by our
standards a very mild one, to amend and
strengthen the virtually non existent gun
laws and something to which a UK
audience will be sympathetic. Elizabeth
is briefed to lobby against it but she
chooses to change sides and join the
supporters of the amendment, led by
Rodolfo Schmidt (Mark Strong), who
finds himself wondering what sort of
ruthless monster he has hired.
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Jessica Chastain as “Miss Sloane”
Photo courtesy of Courtesy of EuropaCorp

Chastain is perfectly cast in both looks
and persona for this powerful, driven
woman who has an empty centre. The
killer spiky stiletto shoes she wears
throughout are a good costume symbol
for the character. The film sometimes
gets bogged down in difficult to follow
detail but when it takes fire it is ace
drama. There’s also a good contribution
from Mbatha-Raw as Elizabeth's main
ally, who then becomes her victim in
Miss Sloane’s ruthless obsession to win
at all costs.
The Secret Scripture is the story of
Lady Rose (Vanessa Redgrave), an
elderly woman who has lived in a mental
hospital in Ireland for over 50 years,
She was condemned to incarceration for
allegedly killing her new born baby.
Eric Bana plays the psychiatrist brought
in to re-assess her and the title refers to
the notes Rose has made in her bible,
which reveal her story. That story is
acted out in flashback with Roony
O’Mara playing her younger self.
Being written and directed by Jim
Sheridan and with a cast of this calibre I
was expecting rather more than the film
actually delivers. It starts off well,
Redgrave
with
her
wonderfully
expressive eyes is excellent and the story
telling in the present every time we
come back to it is clear. Once we go
back to 1942, the Irish Catholic attitude

towards women comes over well Rose's effect on men is seen as her own
fault and therefore makes her a
nymphomaniac - and even though she's a
Protestant that doesn't save her from
society’s condemnation. There is an
interesting character in the person of Fr.
Gaunt (Theo James), who is attracted to
her. But the story telling overall in the
flashbacks is somewhat muddled, the
involvement of the IRA in the events is
vague. The other male characters are not
well drawn, particularly Rose's lover
Michael (Jack Reynor), who is a bit of
an enigma and the resolution of the
drama is somewhat abrupt and
enigmatic. Rose's story only really
comes to life in the scenes of her as an
old woman.
Good in parts but
somewhat murky in its narrative.

Vanessa Redgrave in “The Secret Scripture”

You will probably remember the real life
Hatton Garden job two years ago, when
a group of veteran villains broke into a
bank vault over the Easter weekend with
the object of funding their retirement to
the Costa Del Sol from the £14 million
haul. Because of their ages – most of
them were in their sixties and seventies –
the press had a field day with phrases
like “pensioner gang”, “diamond
wheezers” and “Dad’s army”. The gang
members were finally caught because,
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according to the police, they made old
fashioned analogue mistakes in a digital
world. Great material for a good, classic
comedy then in the Ealing Films
tradition.
In terms of casting the film has struck a
goldmine of first class, reliable British
veteran actors – Larry Lamb, Phil
Daniels, Clive Russell and David Calder
with the engaging Matthew Goode as the
younger “mystery man” behind the
robbery – the one who was never
identified in real life and got away.

Clive Russell, Larry Lamb, Phil Daniels and
David Calder planning the Hatton Garden
Job

It’s a terrific story, which is a natural for
a comedy about veteran crooks. “The
Lavender Hill Mob” meets “Dad’s
Army”. Or alternatively it could have
been played as a tense thriller.
Unfortunately it is largely lacking in
both laughs and tension. The script is
just dull and rarely funny, as though the
writers were scared to make ageist jokes
about failing memories, weak bladders
and incompetence with mobile phones in
case they fell foul of political
correctness. It’s also weighed down
with far too much voice over, while the
direction is uninspired and stodgy.
There is for example a sequence of the
gang breaking through the bank wall

with a drill, which seems to go on
forever with not a single line of
sparkling dialogue or comic character
insight to lighten it, while the rich
opportunities offered by the story for
conflict between the old fashioned ways
of the gang and the high tech the police
claim they used to catch them are hardly
touched on. The actors do their best but
they have very thin material and nearly
zero in the way of interesting
characterisation to work with. There’s a
real comedy thriller gem waiting to be
made from this story. Sadly this isn’t it.
Another “pensioners pulling off a bank
raid” story is the American Going in
Style in which Michael Caine, Morgan
Freeman and Alan Arkin rob the bank
whose shady dealings have deprived
them of their hard earned pensions. The
trio’s situation elicits more sympathy
than that of the Hatton Garden robbers,
the three veteran actors are certainly
experienced enough to make this
amiable
though
slight
comedy
entertaining and it has the additional
bonus of the now 75 year old AnneMarget as Arkin’s sexy girlfriend.

Alan Arkin, Morgan Freeman and Michael
Caine – Going in Style
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